In this paper, the authors describe the properties of an algorithm to solve systems of nonlinear equations.
1. Introduction. One of the simpler ideas for solving a multipoint boundary-value problem associated with a system of p simultaneous first order differential equations in p dependent variables is to reduce the given problem to an initial-value problem. If v is a vector of initial values, the boundary conditions may be written in the form v = F{v). In this paper, we describe a quadratically convergent iterative process, based upon repeated use of the vector e-algorithm of Wynn [18] , for solving this equation and hence solving the given boundary-value problem.
In the following section, we briefly review some known results concerning the use of the vector e-algorithm in the solution of systems of equations and, by application of a theorem of McLeod [11] , show how this algorithm may under certain conditions be used to determine solutions of a set of linear equations Bs = b when B is a real singular square matrix. The use of the vector e-algorithm to solve systems of the form (I -A)s = b where A is a real singular square matrix is also studied. This result is in turn used to generalise an algorithm, recently and independently discovered by Brezinski [2] , [3] and Gekeler [6] , for solving general systems of p equations in p unknowns.
The application of the algorithm to nonlinear multipoint boundary-value problems is studied in the last section, in which we also give some numerical examples. The above algorithm is also connected [19] with the solution of a set of linear equations, expressed in the form (2) Bs = b
where B is a real/? Xp matrix and beR'. We set B = I -A so that s = As + b, prescribe So, and determine the sequence {s,} by use of the recursion (3) s,+, = As" + b {q = 0,1,...).
It is easily verified that i.e., (6) 2c"{s,+"-B-1b} = 0 (67 = 0,1,...).
Setting s = B_1b, we see that recursions (1) and (6) are equivalent. Hence, if the vectors {s?} are produced either by direct use of recursion (3), or by an equivalent process, and the vectors {e^} can be constructed, then these vectors (in particular, the first one e£2 ) are equal to the solution of Eq. (2). Our first contribution is to study the case where the matrix A is singular; let t be the multiplicity of the root À = 0 for the minimal polynomial of A with respect to the vector So -B"'b (it is possible that t = 0, of course). In this case, the are all equal to the solution of Eq. (2) . For the sake of completeness, we mention that if t > 1, the vector e£2 cannot be constructed: the vectors e2(m-T) (<? = t, t + 1,... ,2t) are equal, the vectors e2(m-r)+\ (? = T>T + 1,.. .,2t -1) are infinite, and thereafter the computations required for the construction of the vector e^ break down. If t = 1, we have e^J = e2¡>_2 = s as required.
Our second contribution is to show that even when the matrix B of Eq. (2) is singular, and if a solution exists, then under certain conditions the vector ealgorithm may be used to construct solutions. Proof. We deal first with the case t = 0. say. The fundamental result for the vector e-algorithm quoted above tells us that if the vectors concerned can be computed, then e2qm_2 = e {q -0,1,... ). Furthermore, setting q = 0 in relationship (7),
Thus e is a solution of Eq. (2) as stated. If t > 0 then Eq. (7) can be written with m -t instead of m and for q = t, t + 1,-Thus e2q(~/nT}\T)_2 = e {q = 0,1,... ) which ends the proof of the theorem.
If ê and I are two distinct vectors produced in the above manner from two initial vectors s0 and s0, then (1 + a)e -al where -oo < a < +00 is also a solution of
Eq. (2).
Some other results concerning the vector e-algorithm can be found in a paper by Brezinski [4] . (i) Let the matrix I -F'{\) (the prime here and later denotes the Fréchet derivative [5] with respect to the indicated argument) be nonsingular. Let the minimal polynomial of F'{\) with respect to the vector v" -v be of degree m, and possess the root X = 0 with multiplicity t. Set Q = m -r and s0 = v".
(ii) Compute the vectors sq {q -1,2,... ,2Q + t) by use of the recursion S,+1 = F(sq)(q = 0,1,...,2Q + t-1).
(iii) Apply the vector e-algorithm to the sequence s, {q = t,t + 1,... ,2Q + t) and set v"+1 = e2Q.
Theorem 2. // the above algorithm can be applied, the sequence {\"} converges at least quadratically to the fixed point v of the mapping F, in the sense that ||v"+i -v|| = Oflk -v||2), for every v0 G D' Ç D.
Proof. For the case in which r = 0, the above result has been proved by Gekeler [6] and Brezinski [2] , [3] . The basic idea of this proof is as follows. During the computation of a sequence {s,}, we have, since F is Fréchet differentiable, (8) s For mappings of a very special kind, convergence of even higher order than the second can be demonstrated. Proof. Replace 2 by a in formulas (8)- (10), and thereafter O by o. Theorem 3 is a generalization of a result due to Ostrowski [12] for/? = 1. We offer some remarks. Concerning the way in which the algorithm is implemented:
(1) In practice, m and t are unknown. In general, the computations of each stage are based on the assumption that m = p, t = 0, so that v"+. = e2p . If, in fact, m < p and t > 0, then the vectors e2q<mTlT\ {q = 0,1,... ) are all equal (they are encountered during the attempt to construct t2°p), and we takev"+! = e2^m_T)■ (2) Instead of the vector e-algorithm, the scalar e-algorithm might be applied to each component of the vector (s,}. However, organisation of the computation is a little easier using the vector e-algorithm, and numerical experience suggests that this mode of application is more stable.
Concerning the theory of the algorithm: (3) If p = 1, the algorithm reduces to Steffensen's method, of which it may be considered to be a generalization in p dimensions, and whose properties are shared by the algorithm.
(4) It is impossible, without either calculating derivatives or inverting matrices, to construct a quadratically convergent process each of whose iterations requires less than 2m evaluations of F. In this sense, the proposed algorithm is optimal. Ulm [17] has proposed an extension of Steffensen's method which is of quadratic order but is not optimal in the sense that it requires more computations of F and matrix inversions. Henrici [9] has given a quadratic method which requires only p + 1 evaluations of F and a matrix inversion; however, numerical experience (as described by Ortega and Rheinboldt [13] ) reveals that this method in unstable.
(5) If the mapping F has a unique fixed point v, and the algorithm converges, then naturally the vector sequence produced converges to v. If F has many fixed points (as, for example, described in Theorem 1), then the sequence may well converge to a fixed point which is not the vector v occurring in the description of the algorithm.
(6) F is not assumed to be a contraction mapping. (7) Since, in the next section, we make use of Runge-Kutta procedures in the evaluation of F{sq), we mention that Alt [1] has used the vector e-algorithm to devise an implicit Runge-Kutta scheme in which the step size may be changed at will without fear of the effects of instability. We also mention a recent paper by Wynn [20] in which repeated use of the e-algorithm is applied to integration schemes suitable for the numerical solution of differential equations, and a further paper [21] in which algorithms related to the e-algorithm are used for the evaluation of singular and highly oscillatory integrals.
3. Application to Multipoint Boundary-Value Problems. Let the components of the vector y(i) = iy 1{t),y2{t), ■ ■ ■ ,yp{t)) G Rp be functions of the real variable t, those of f{t, y{t)} G Rp be functions of / and possibly all components of y{t), and those of A/{y(r,-)} G R'' be functions of the fixed numbers y\{t¡), ...,yp{t¡){i = 1,2,... ,r < oo) where, without loss of generality, we take t\, t2,.. .,tr to be an increasing sequence of real numbers. We consider the multipoint boundary-value problem (12) dy(t)/dt = f{t,y{t)), Naturally, the results of Theorems 2 and 3 can be applied to the special case of our algorithm under consideration in this section. Furthermore, remark (1) of the preceding section concerning the value of Q and t to be used at each stage still holds. Then the multipoint boundary-value problem of Eqs. (12) and (13) has a unique solution and, if application of the vector e-algorithm during stage (iii) does not break down, the algorithm described above produces a sequence of vectors {v"} converging quadratically to v.
Proof. Under the conditions of the theorem, the multipoint boundary-value problem of Eqs. (12) and (13) has a unique solution [7] .
In the special case being considered, Since \tr-h\ satisfies inequality (19), we have (e^-'.l-1)2 IIH-II < IISo-'ll"'.
1=2
Hence ||S -Soll < IlSö'H"1 and, from a classical result in the theory of linear operators [16] it follows that S is invertible. The result of the theorem now follows from Theorem 3.
The conditions of Theorem 4 are rather restrictive; they exclude such cases as Dirichlet conditions for two-point boundary-value problems. But, in practice, we have found our algorithm to be effective for these problems, and also on larger intervals than those obeying inequality (19) . Examples.
(1) Our first example is set in R3 and, in the notation of Eq. (13), r = 3 also, with t\ = 0, t2 = \, t3 = 1. In this example, Eqs. (12) and (13) The results of Table 1 agree to six figures with those of Roberts and Shipman. These authors give a justification [15] , based on the Kantorovich sufficiency theorem for Newton's method, for the continuation method when used in conjunction with quasi-linearisation [8] . Unfortunately, a similar justification for the continuation method used in conjunction with our method has not yet been achieved. In conclusion we remark that the boundary conditions (13) are not the most general that can be treated by the method described above.
